A scraper (10) has a bowl (12) and a floor (14) and is constructed to receive an auger (18). Material moving up the cutting edge (16) and pushing against a diverter requires greater force to load the scraper. Apparatus (24) having a substantially smooth inclined surfaces are provided for moving material into the bowl (12) past a compaction zone (52) onto the spiral flight (21) of an auger (18) and also block incoming material from the compaction zone (52) and lodging between the leading edge (23) of the auger (18) and the bowl floor (14).
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Description

Material Directing Device for an Auger Scraper

Technical Field

This invention relates generally to an auger scraper and more particularly to a device for maintaining the auger free of rocks, debris and the like which could restrict the rotation of the auger.

Background Art

Scrapers are used to load and transport large volumes of earth or other material. A scraper typically has a cutting edge for cutting through the material and a bowl for holding and transporting the cut material. To effectively utilize the loading of the scraper, an auger is provided to lift and distribute the material as it enters the bowl. Such auger scrapers are disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 3,857,190 which issued on December 31, 1974 to James E. Gee and Robert N. Stedman and in U.S. Patent No. 4,167,825 which issued on September 18, 1979 to James E. Gee, Edward J. Ohms and Craig W. Riediger.

In U.S. Patent No. 3,857,190 the leading edge of the auger is positioned close to the bowl floor to reduce the possibility of material being lodged between the auger and floor. However, the leading edge of the auger extends outwardly over the bowl cutting edge. As the auger rotates, material such as large rocks and other debris is met by the leading edge and is sometimes trapped in a compaction zone between the leading edge and the bowl floor. The leading edge pushes the material and traps it in the compaction zone
which sometimes damages the leading edge or stops the rotation of the auger. The trapped material has to be removed before the loading can continue.

It is therefore desirable to have an auger scraper which diverts cut material away from the compaction zone which exists between the floor and auger and which prevents material from lodging between the leading edge of the auger and bowl floor without interfering with the effectiveness of the auger.

In U.S. Patent No. 4,167,825 an apparatus is disclosed for diverting incoming material and preventing the lodging of material between the auger and the bowl floor during rotational movement of the auger relative to the bowl floor. This diverter, however, requires incoming material to change direction when contacting the diverter which provides some resistance to the flow of material up the cutting edge into the scraper bowl. On higher horsepower auger scrapers, where there is sufficient power to overcome the resistance that may occur as the material moves up the cutting edge, the diverter has functioned well. But in lower horsepower auger scrapers, it would be preferred to eliminate this resistance.

Accordingly, what is needed is a device which will minimize the resistance to material flow and direct the material up a substantially uniform inclined path past the compaction zone and onto the auger for distribution into the bowl.

The present invention is directed to overcoming the problems as set forth above.

Disclosure of the Invention

In one aspect of the invention, a material directing device for an auger scraper is provided. The scraper includes a material receiving bowl providing a
floor terminating at a forward end of the bowl with a screw auger rotatably mounted in substantially vertically disposed or upstanding relation within the bowl. The auger has a spiral flight providing a lower leading edge located in closely spaced relation to the bowl floor and in overhanging relation to the forward end of the bowl defining a material compaction zone between the lower leading edge of the auger and the bowl floor as the leading edge sweeps along the forward end of the bowl and rearwardly into the bowl. The material directing device includes a cutting edge and a structure for mounting the cutting edge in a forwardly spaced longitudinally aligned relation to the auger. The structure includes a guide apparatus for directing material uniformly upwardly past the compaction zone and onto the flight of the auger above the lower leading edge.

**Brief Description of the Drawing**

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic top view of a portion of an auger scraper illustrating the present invention; Fig. 2 is a partial sectional view taken along line II-II of Fig. 1, and Fig. 3 is an isometric view of the present invention.

**Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention**

Referring to the drawings, an earthmoving scraper 10 has a material receiving bowl 12 with a floor 14, a cutting edge support 15, and a main cutting edge 16. The scraper 10 is constructed for receiving an auger 18 in a bearing 19 mounted on the floor 14 and in an upper support structure (not shown) mounted to the bowl 12. A motor (not shown) normally rotates the auger 18 about a substantially vertical axis 20. The
auger 18 has a continuous spiral flight 21 having an outer periphery 22. The spiral flight 21 has a leading edge 23.

A mounting structure 24 for locating an auxiliary cutting edge 26 forward of the main cutting edge 16 is provided. A rear plate 28 of the mounting structure 24 has a plurality of holes 29 for receiving a plurality of bolts, one of which is indicated by the reference numeral 30. The rear plate 28 is bolted to the cutting edge support 15. A first edge 32 of a gusset 34 is welded to the plate 28. A front plate 36 is welded to a second edge 38 of the gusset 34. An upper plate 40 is welded between the rear plate 28 and the front plate 36, and also welded to an end 42 of the gusset. The upper plate 40 has a rearward edge 44 which abuts the bowl floor and a transversely extended forward edge 45 spaced below the leading edge 23 of the auger 18. The front plate 36 has a profiled upper border 46 including a first edge 48 that is coextensive with and on the same horizontal elevation as the bowl floor 14 and the upper plate 40. A guide apparatus or flange 50 defines an upwardly inclined transition edge or second edge 51 and a top horizontally extending edge or third edge 53 to provide the remainder of the profiled border. In the instant embodiment the guide flange extends integrally upwardly from the front plate 36 and rearwardly past the forward edge 45 of the upper plate 40 in material blocking relation to a compaction zone 52 between the leading edge 23 of the auger 18 and the bowl floor 14. The cutting edges 16, 26 and front plate 36 have respective inclined surfaces 54, 56 and 58 which are parallel.
Industrial Applicability

In operation as the scraper 10 is propelled forward, the cutting edge 16 and auxiliary cutting edge 26 cut the material. The cut material travels up the cutting edges 16, 26 toward the scraper bowl. The forward motion of the auxiliary cutting edge 26 directs material upwardly and rearwardly onto the spiral flight 21 of the auger 18 to be lifted and deposited into the scraper bowl 12. Cut material moving up the surface 54 of the cutting edge 16 is free to pass on either side of the auger 18 into the scraper bowl 12.

As the auger 18 rotates and the leading edge 23 sweeps through an arc toward profiled border 46 any large material, such as rocks, which could damage the auger 18, are pushed forward and out of the way to prevent the material from lodging between the leading edge 23 and the bowl floor 14. As the leading edge 23 sweeps across profiled border 46, the guide flange 50 of the plate 36 blocks the large material from the compaction zone and lodging between the leading edge 23 of the auger 18 and the bowl floor 14.

Thus, the present invention has less resistance to material flow by moving material up a substantially uniform surface into the bowl 12.

The present invention also moves incoming material past the compaction zone 52 onto the spiral flight 21 of the auger 18, and also blocks large material from the compaction zone 52, to prevent material from lodging between the leading edge 23 of the auger 18 and the bowl floor 14.

Other aspects, objects and advantages can be obtained from a study of the disclosure, drawing and appended claims.
Claims

1. A material directing device for an auger scraper (10) including a bowl (12) having a floor (14) terminating at a forward end of the bowl with at least one screw auger (18) rotatably mounted in upstanding relation within the bowl (12), said auger (18) having a spiral flight (21) providing a lower leading edge (23) located in closely spaced relation to said bowl floor (14) and in overhanging relation to said forward end of the bowl which defines a material compaction zone (52) between said lower leading edge (23) of the auger (18) and said bowl floor (14) as the leading edge (23) sweeps along the forward end of the bowl and rearwardly into the bowl, the material directing device comprising:
   a cutting edge (16); and
   means (24) for mounting said cutting edge (16) on the bowl floor (14) in forwardly spaced longitudinally aligned relation to said auger (18) including means (50) for directing material uniformly upwardly past said compaction zone (52) and onto the flight (21) of the auger (18) above said lower leading edge (23).

2. A material directing device for an auger scraper including a bowl (12) providing a floor (14) having an elongated transversely oriented main cutting edge (16) with at least one screw auger (18) rotatably mounted in upstanding relation within the bowl (12), said auger (18) having a spiral flight (21) providing a lower leading edge (23) located in closely spaced relation to said bowl floor (14) and in overhanging relation to said main cutting edge (16) which defines a material compaction zone (52) between said lower
leading edge (23) of the auger (18) and said bowl floor (14) as the leading edge (23) sweeps along the main cutting edge (16) and rearwardly into the bowl (12), the material directing device comprising; an auxiliary cutting edge (26); and means (24) for mounting said auxiliary cutting edge (26) in forwardly spaced longitudinally aligned relation to said auger (18) for directing material uniformly upwardly past said compaction zone (52) and onto the flight (21) of the auger (18) above said lower leading edge (23).

3. The material directing device of claim 2 in which said mounting means (24) locates said auxiliary cutting edge (26) in forwardly spaced relation to said main cutting edge (16).

4. The material directing device of claim 3 in which said mounting means (24) provides an extension (40) of said bowl floor (14) forwardly beneath said flight (21) of the auger (18).

5. The material directing device of claim 4 including material guiding means (50) on said mounting means (24) between said main cutting edge (16) and said auxiliary cutting edge (26) with the guiding means (50) extending above said bowl floor extension (40) in material blocking relation to said compaction zone (52).

6. The material directing device of claim 5 wherein said main cutting edge (16) is forwardly and angularly downwardly extended from said bowl floor (14);
and said mounting means (24) provides a support frame mounted in forwardly extended relation from said main cutting edge (16) supporting said auxiliary cutting edge (26) in forwardly spaced substantially parallel relation to said main cutting edge (16) in an upwardly rearwardly inclined attitude immediately ahead of said auger (18).

7. The material directing device of claim 6 in which said support frame (24) has a top plate (40) forming said bowl floor extension which has a transversely extended forward edge (45) spaced below said leading edge (23) of the auger (18).

8. The material directing device of claim 7 wherein said support frame (24) includes a front plate (36) supporting said auxiliary cutting edge (26) and has an upper edge (48) coextensive with said forward edge (45) of said top plate (40), and a material guiding flange (50) integrally upwardly extended from said upper edge (48) of the front plate (36) past said forward edge (45) of the top plate (40) in material blocking relation to said compaction zone (52) beneath the auger (18).

9. The material directing device of claim 8 in which said upper edge (48) of said front plate (36) coextensive with the forward edge (45) of said top plate (40) is located immediately ahead of the forwardly rotating portion of the auger flights (21), and said guide flange (50) is disposed immediately ahead of said rearwardly rotating portion of the auger flights (21) to preclude ingress of material into said compaction zone (52).
AMENDED CLAIMS
[received by the International Bureau on 17 June 1985 (17.06.85);
original claims 1, 4 and 7 cancelled; claim 10 added; remaining claims unchanged (3 pages)]

1. (Cancelled)

2. A material directing device for an auger scraper including a bowl (12) providing a floor (14) having an elongated transversely oriented main cutting edge (16) with at least one screw auger (18) rotatably mounted in upstanding relation within the bowl (12), said auger (18) having a spiral flight (21) providing a lower leading edge (23) located in closely spaced relation to said bowl floor (14) and in overhanging relation to said main cutting edge (16) which defines a material compaction zone (52) between said lower leading edge (23) of the auger (18) and said bowl floor (14) as the leading edge (23) sweeps along the main cutting edge (16) and rearwardly into the bowl (12), the material directing device comprising:
   - an auxiliary cutting edge (26); and
   - a mounting structure (24) between said auxiliary cutting edge (26) and said main cutting edge (16) in forwardly spaced longitudinally aligned relation to said auger (18) for directing material uniformly upwardly past said compaction zone (52) and onto the flight (21) of the auger (18) above said lower leading edge (23).

3. The material directing device of claim 2 in which said mounting structure (24) provides an extension (40) of said bowl floor (14) and locates said auxiliary cutting edge (26) in forwardly spaced relation to said main cutting edge (16).
4. (Cancelled)

5. The material directing device of claim 3 including material guiding means (50) on said mounting structure (24) between said main cutting edge (16) and said auxiliary cutting edge (26) and being parallel to said cutting edges (16,26) with the guiding means (50) extending above said bowl floor extension (40) in material blocking relation to said compaction zone (52).

6. The material directing device of claim 5 wherein said main cutting edge (16) is forwardly and angularly downwardly extended from said bowl floor (14); and said mounting structure (24) provides a support frame having a top plate (40) and being mounted in forwardly extended relation from said main cutting edge (16) supporting said auxiliary cutting edge (26) in forwardly spaced substantially parallel relation to said main cutting edge (16) in an upwardly reawardy inclined attitude immediately ahead of and in forwardly spaced relation to said auger (18).

7. (Cancelled)

8. The material directing device of claim 6 wherein said support frame (24) includes a front plate (36) supporting said auxiliary cutting edge (26) and has an upper edge (48) coextensive with said forward edge (45) of said top plate (40), and a material guiding flange (50) integrally upwardly extended from said upper edge (48) of the front plate (36) past said forward edge (45) of the top plate (40) in material blocking relation to said compaction zone (52) beneath the auger (18).
9. The material directing device of claim 8 in which said upper edge (48) of said front plate (36) coextensive with the forward edge (45) of said top plate (40) is located immediately ahead of the forwardly rotating portion of the auger flights (21), and said guide flange (50) is disposed immediately ahead of said rearwardly rotating portion of the auger flights (21) to preclude ingress of material into said compaction zone (52).

10. (New) A material directing device for an auger scraper (10) comprising:
   a bowl (12);
   a bowl floor (14);
   an auger (18), said auger having a continuous spiral flight (21) having a predetermined outer periphery (22);
      a main cutting edge (16);
      an auxiliary cutting edge (26), said auxiliary cutting edge (26) having a width which is narrower than said outer periphery (22) of the auger (18);
   a mounting structure (24) having a bowl floor extension (40); said mounting structure (24) locates said auxiliary cutting edge (26) in forwardly spaced longitudinally aligned relation to said auger (18);
   a compaction zone (52); and
   a material guiding means (50) for guiding material uniformly upwardly past the compaction zone (52) onto said flight (21) of the auger (18) and extending above the bowl floor (14) extension (40) in material blocking relation.
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